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DATE: 15/02/2021
LOCATION: PLATE LINES
REFERENCE: I1870005

A crane driver felt a minor electric shock when closing the long travel boarding switch with the crane while parked at the landing. The boarding switch was inspected and found to be in good working order with 
no sign of damage and the switch housing well bonded to the crane structure. The conduit and wiring to the switch however had signs of previous damage and inadequate repair. The metal conduit had come 
free of the j-box, a section of conduit was secured with insulation tape, internal single insulated building wire had stretched to the point where it was holding the conduit in place and damaging insulation, and 
BP connector terminations also lacked adequate insulation.
Installation integrity can degrade due to ageing, environmental conditions or use creating dangerous situations and conditions, which may result in electric shock. All electrical installation and articles that are 
found to be unsafe shall be disconnected from the electricity supply and repaired, replaced or permanently removed from use.

The boarding switch
The building wire coming from the 

metal j-box with the metal conduit 

below, held together with electrical tape 

The damaged single insulated 

wire coming from the metal j-box

The internals of the metal j-box, showing 

the exposed conductors from the BP 

connector which was found hard up against 

the side of the j-box
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DATE: 22/02/2021
LOCATION: COKE PLANT 2
REFERENCE: I1879383

During commissioning of the upgraded fire panel on the Bridge Reclaimer machine an earth fault was detected on existing cabling, which could not be detected by the previous system. The cabling had to be 
physically traced until the fault location was found. The supporting bolts of a monorail had been installed in holes drilled through the steel structure supporting a cable rack, When the lock nut had been tightened 
one of the red fire cables has wrapped around the nut and became pinched on the nut edge. Eventually the nut wore through the cable insulation.
Any work on or near cable installations must ensure the wiring isn’t damaged and installation protective measures remain intact.

The position of the bolt and locking nut in 

the cable rack 

The red fire cable 

wrapped around the 

locking nut.

Clearly showing 

where it is damaged  

The monorail below 

the switchroom and 

the holding bolts 

which caused the 

issue
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DATE: 11/02/2021
LOCATION: COKE PLANT 2
REFERENCE: I1868010

An operator moving a hot car from the maintenance transfer bed noticed the live rail collector gear being pushed back instead of riding into the correct position. In normal operation the driver 
will long travel the hot car using an emergency supply via a plugged in trailing cable to exit the maintenance transfer bed at slow speed until the collector gear returns to the live rails. The 
live rails have a chamfered edge at the start to assist the collector gear returning onto the rails. The chamfered edge at the contact point was found to be raised due to corrosion, pushing the 
collector arm up to a position where the backing board then contacted the supporting structure and broke away from its support structure. 
Adequate inspection or maintenance systems are required to maintain the safety and functional integrity of electrical installations. 

The collector gear and the 

damaged backing board

Contact marks on the collector shoe

Front on view of the 

chamfered edge showing 

signs of contact on the 

sides of the top edge

Side view of the chamfered 

edge clearly showing 

daylight between the steel 

surfaces and the top 

surface being bowed
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DATE: 12/02/2021
LOCATION: HSM
REFERENCE: I1869808

A crane driver on the 90 tonne crane reported the stop button was not dropping out the protective panel. Electricians fault finding the issue 
found a short circuit had developed in the main protective control circuit between auxiliary contacts on the main M2 contactor. As per the 
attached schematic drawing the short circuit did not allow the stop button, main overload contacts and the auxiliary contact of the drivers 
cabin main isolator to function as intended. The only safe way the driver could drop out the main protective panel was by opening the drivers 
cabin boarding switch.
This is quite an unusual fault, and demonstrates the need for adequate inspection and test regimes to ensure protective and safety interlocks 
work on demand. It also shows the importance of reporting equipment problems and thorough investigation and repair before returning to 
service.

The schematic drawing of the 

protective circuit, with the short 

in green

The main protective 

panel and contactors 

The fault between the 

auxiliary contacts 

which caused the short 

circuit 
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DATE: 28/01/2021
LOCATION: SPRINGHILL - PAINTLINE
REFERENCE: I1861541

After a maintenance downday 104 Air Knife fan motor would not run due to the overload being tripped. Inspection of the motor cable at the MCC found the earth core to be a bare conductor with no 
insulation but burn marks. Further investigation found the earth core to be burnt the full length with black spiral marks on the cable leaving the MCC. The motor cable is a rubber insulated 3 core 4mm2 with 
a 2.5 mm2 earth conductor approximately 40 years old. History of the motor is welding has taken place near the motor and the earth return of the welder was in the incorrect position.
Note when welding it is essential the return lead of the welder is properly connected to the work piece being welded, preventing other small earth conductors in the area to carry the full welding current.

Two photos of the cable with the burnt 

earth conductor

The motor cable clearly showing the 

spiral burnt marks on the other sheath

The motor with various 

brackets welded to the base 

plate in the past 
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DATE: 16/02/2021
LOCATION: STEEL TREATMENT
REFERENCE: I1870584

No.2 Teeming crane was drenched with water during heavy rain due to leaking roof sheeting. Covers over the resister banks were designed for the environment the crane normally operates in however in this 
event the covers funnelled rain water on to the cable penetration above the main and control panels in the girder below. The panel most effected was the main hoist panel, attempts to dry out panel using forced 
air still resulting in tracking to ground. Closure inspection of a stud control terminal strip has found it was mounted on an ’aluminium sleeve’ which was insulated from the stud terminals by paper insulation. This 
paper was found to be wet causing a short circuit between the terminals.
Equipment must be thoroughly inspected and tested before restoring to service following water ingress. Installations must be protected against water ingress.

The main hoist panel covered with water

The resister bank with the sloped  covers 

allowing water to run into the middle
The base/rear of the stud 

terminals
The aluminium sleeve

The front of the stud style terminals

Note the top terminal has old aluminium 

sleeve and paper insulation, the bottom 

has the PVC insulation
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DATE: 25/02/2021
LOCATION: SINTER PLANT
REFERENCE: I1876714

A 6.6kV switchgear control panel was isolated as per the isolation procedure. Due to the age of the panel a lot of the terminals are exposed stud type non-IP2X or touch proof. Electricians found one of 
the studs remained energised at 60V dc to ground during the Test Before You Touch process, the source was later traced to a supervisory alarm supply which was not clearly identified on schematics and 
not incorporated in the isolation procedure. 
This incident highlights the importance of thoroughly testing all exposed conductors during TBYT and ensuring schematics are provide the necessary information to work safely.

The inside of the 

door showing all 

the stud style 

terminals which 

had to be 

confirmed as de-

energised.

The energised 

terminal

The front of the 

6.6kV 

switchgear 

control panel 


